
H-LINE GRAPHICS

2. Identify the panel display references and panel numbers in your guide:

3. Identify the corresponding templates and open them in your design software:

4. When using Adobe Illustrator (recommended), your �le will contain 3 layers:
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How to prepare files for h-line graphics using the templates
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1. Identify the panel numbers in your guide:

Insert / create your artwork in the ART layer.
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3. Export your �le as a PDF. Name your �les using the display name and the display reference:
Example: 1-HV38x93.pdf, 2-HV38x38-M138A.pdf and 3-HV38x93.pdf

If your artwork is contained within each panel:
For example:

3 distinct, independant images on 3 panels

1. Insert / create your artwork on the ART layer.

See next page for instructions on continuous images across panels

Do not use crop marks, color bars, or overprinting. Flatten and rasterize all elements.
All elements in the file will be printed: do not include any elements that should not appear on the final product.

2. When you have �nalized your design, hide or delete the GUIDES and TEMPLATE layers. Only your artwork 
should remain.



If you have a continuous image across multiple panels:

1. Unlock the layers and turn on “paste remembers layers”:

2. Place guides on the border between the grey zone and the green zone on all templates:

For example:
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large image that continues across 4 panels



3. Copy and paste your templates, including the guides, into the same �le. Align them so that the guides are 
directly on top of each other: 

4. Create an artboard for each panel. Be sure to include the entirety of the panel, including the green (bleed) 
zone.

Panels will overlap by 30 mm / 1.18”

Panel 1
Panel 2

Artboard (panel) 1 Artboard (panel) 2
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5. Insert / create your artwork on the ART layer. When you have �nalized your design, hide or delete the GUIDES
and TEMPLATE layers. Only your artwork should remain.

6. Export your �le as a PDF. Each panel must be its own PDF �le. 

Example: 1-HV38x93.pdf, 2-HV38x38-M138A.pdf and 3-HV38x93.pdf

Option 2: In older versions, export the entire document into a multi-page PDF, then split them into individual 
documents using Acrobat. (File > Save As... and select PDF). Choose the High Quality Print or the xpo.center preset.

If you do not have Acrobat, you will need to export each panel individually.

Option 1: In newer versions of Illustrator, you can use the “Export for screens” function to export all panels to 
individual �les at once (File > Export > Export for Screens and select PDF)
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Do not use crop marks, color bars, or overprinting. Flatten and rasterize all elements.
All elements in the file will be printed: do not include any elements that should not appear on the final product.

7. Name your �les using the display name and the display reference:



Colors
 

Files must be exclusively CMYK
Please leave your Pantone colors in the file (SOLID COATED only)
We recommend reinforcing the black by 50% with three other colors (C 50 M 50 Y 50 K 100).

If you would like a specific color output, please provide us with a sample at the start of your project. Otherwise, it will be printed 
according to our usual color profile.

Note: Colors printed on your graphic will differ from those that appear on your screen or on glossy paper.

 

 

 

When choosing images and illustrations, please take technical production requirements into account:

• scaling: ensure compliance with enlargement ratios
• format choice: adapted to your format
• color choice: quality and respect of colors (see “colors” above)
• gradients: create them in the desired format to avoid any smoothing problems in your graphics
• verification of resolution and definition: always remember to check the rendering of your graphics in the final format at 100%

Images

We strongly recommend a 100 dpi resolution at the final format at 1:1 scale (100%).
Files under 72 dpi will be pixelated.
Note: Certain products must be created at half size at 200 dpi. This will be indicated on the template.

    
 

• Only PDF files are accepted. Please provide us with one graphic per file (1 graphic = 1 PDF).
• Flatten and rasterize all elements.
• Do not use the overprint mode.
• Do not include any crop marks, color bars or guides:

Resolution

File format

Fonts
It is recommended to avoid using thin and ultra-thin fonts. There is a high risk of color migration.

The purpose of this document is to guide you in creating your files in order to optimize their quality and rendering, 
and to avoid any production setbacks.

Any failure to comply with these points which required our intervention to modify the files that were initially 
submitted to us may result in additional charges (provided in an estimate).

Should you have any questions or require technical assistance, please contact us at the start of your project.
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